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About This Game

About the game

Heckabomb is a twin-stick shooter for Windows. Works great with any controller. Supports mouse+keys play too. It has varied
levels based in a circular arena and a host of upgradeable stats including bullet spread, rate of fire, turbo boosters and magnetic
collectors. There are six varied add-on weapons too, including a chain-lightning gun, bullet-reflecting satellites and a rapid-fire
swirly thing! (a legal requirement of any arcade shooter) Loads of different of enemies, including huge boss warships, missile

batteries, tractor beams and a deadly enemy ace pilot will challenge your arcade reflexes and endurance.

Twin-stick (controller or mouse+keys)

Visually intense, massive explosions, huge debris clouds, trails everywhere

Spectacular arcade soundtrack

Campaign mode, Survival Mode, Hardcore Mode, AI Duel Challenge

Online hiscores
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Your planet is dead

The Heckabomber is a doomsday weapon, the only thing that survived the destruction of your home planet by the alien armada.
Loaded with devastating planet-destroying bombs, you'll fight across the Universe. Seek out enemy worlds to obliterate, crush
their defenders, crack their planet and harvest the remains for construction materials to upgrade your ship and continue your

rampage.

Asteroids

Asteroids exist throughout the Universe and are often the leftovers of planet formation. With Heckabombs detonating across the
galaxy, asteroids are often the leftovers of planet destruction too! Mining them for resources allows you to build new weapons,

upgrade equipment and resupply smartbombs.

Every second level you'll race to harvest asteroids before the blast wave reaches you from the planet you just blew up!

Planets

After charging up on ship upgrades, you'll take on aggressive enemy ships, crash through their defensive lines and try to get
close enough to their planet to drop a single, devastating Heckabomb onto it.

Enemies come in various shapes and sizes from tiny fast-moving divebombers to massive lumbering tractor-beam transports
that'll try to pin you down for other enemies to shoot.

Warships

Every 10th level, you'll face increasingly huge enemy Warships. Each one carries a unique bonus upgrade that you can only get
if you choose to engage the Warship rather than steer clear of it's deadly weapons and fighter launch bay.

Hardcore

In Hardcore mode you get no continues and enemy accuracy, rate of fire and bullet speed all increase substantially. One life
only, extra challenging fights, vie for a place on the elite hiscore table.

Casual

Casual mode unlocks when you complete just one level of the main campaign. It offers a lot less challenge and a lot more
salvage loot, making for a relaxing shoot-em-up ride up through the game as far as the first Warship encounter. Practice your

moves in relative safety, or just watch the pretty explosions.

Survival

Unlocking the bonus Survival Mode gives you a huge upgrade budget to customize your ship just once then hurls you into an
endless battle against increasingly ferocious odds and a limitless armada of enemy Warships.

Duel

Face the elite enemy ace pilot in the campaign and you'll unlock the bonus Duel Mode where you can challenge the ace alone
(with his 5 elite henchmen... hey, he is a bad guy!)
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Title: Heckabomb
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Allicorn Games
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 27 Feb, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2+ Cores, e.g. Intel Core i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 100 series, Radeon HD 4000 series

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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Textbook example of wasted potential. I got intrested in chemistry during brief period I thought i was good enough to get to
med school. Therefore I was pleasently suprised by finding chemistry-themed game in my liblary (must have picked it in some
bundle long time ago and forgot about it). And it's... ok.
Game provides player with name of chemical element, and 4 chemical symbols, with player having to select correct one. Game
offers 3 difficulty levels - Easy, Medium and Hard, which are just a set of... maybe 20? of such questions. Each correct answer
dumps a couple of achievements at you. Player can make 2 mistakes, with 3rd one making it necessary to start over again.
What I didn't like in the game? Questions in each difficulty levels were in set order - so after few mistakes, you start to
complete the questions from your memory. Only basic elements are included, and their assignment to the difficulty levels is
questionable (eg. question about Californium, with given answers C, Kr, Cl or K in Medium. Seems too easy).
But facts are such, that the game is easy (whether thats good or bad, i leave it you to decide), rewards player with huge amount
of achievements (again, decide yourself it its good or bad), and it's cheap. There is no solid reason not to reccomend this game,
it's just my little inner scientist crying in disappointment.. Love this!
I remember my brothers playing these types of games vividly when I was very young (but found them too difficult for me at the
time).
Playing this is like sitting down in a time machine and reliving those days, yet with a much sharper mind, finally quick enough
to handle the challenges of avoiding astroids, bullets, lasers, rockets, buildings etc, etc..
The gameplay and atmosphere of the game is superb. And the quality of the development can be felt throughout the game.
Sure there are some minor issues that some people could complain about, but again those people probably forget that this game
was originally designed for a completely different system, that had other specifications etc.
To just be able to make this game run on a modern machine is a achievement in itself that should be respected.
And to make it FUN, CHALLENGING and COOL... well that is pretty damn well awesome!

Enough of my words. Buy it and try it for yourself. It's a small price for a big package of fun.

I finally got my Jedi reflexes, and with this game, I can put them to the test! ;). This game has taught me so much about why
forklifts are godly when it comes to pallets. The pallets were speaking to me in such a way that every time I were to bump into a
cargo container, I was hurting them or pleasing them.

I can now pass my forklift driver's exam. All thanks to this game. Highly recommend!!!!! Beats having to buy a 300 dollar book
that you are barely going to use. I saved myself, 298.01 dollars! DO IT UP!!!

. Played it in VR, and it's a real treat. Solve head-shaped puzzle boxes while colorful silly things dance and swirl around you.
Trippy in a good way.. The songs in this game are not accurate to the actual guitar tabs... in not in the way that Rocksmith
provides, where it is a gradual progression to a studio perfect rendition. Some of the songs, in fact, aren't even close, like
someone who had been playing guitar for six months guessed the notes to his favorite songs.

The feedback is basically nonexistant, as well. So glad I refunded this. Do yourself a favor - if this program is how you are
learning to play guitar, never play for anyone but yourself.. A short review from me.
I think this game is pretty good! The gameplay is fun and with the new features is it even more fun! Start with small games, get
more cash through the games, hire new artists, programers, autors and more and skill your employees to make your game better
and better.
Make contracts with publishers or adversite your game by yourself to earn more money and fans, when you have enough cash,
create your own console! And dominate the market!
But watch out, some companies may dislike you and try to destroy your reputation or steal your employees.

The graphics are unique, the gameplay is awesome and the dev is cool, listens to suggestions and works really hard to make the
game even better and more fun!
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There's also a Workshop where you can download and upload mods, the game is written in lua and with this, the game is fully
modable! Want to make a shooter out of the game? No problem!

The Game is for 9,99€ pretty good!. The Game is awesome. A Mix of Magic & Poker with a touch of Fantasy.. Great horror
experience that really plays with your mind!. This is a story driven experience and a good one at that, a good 15-20 minutes of
all round interesting stuff. Worth watching your friends play it too.

The Price of Freedom is free, so it's pretty neato.. Absolutely a hidden gem! Bring your A-game to this because it's got both
some tricky puzzles and some devilishly precise boss battles. It's also got great cartoon graphics, authentic 8-bit style (you can
buy it for your Atari 7800, even!), and some pretty slick chiptunes. Give this underdog a try!
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The voice acting was a little annoying at first but it sort of grew on me.

The battles were actually quite fun, taking turn based to another level. I really liked the chained attacks. Didn't take me long to
figure out how to exploit the defend action (when defending you acquire a bit of hp and ap) in order to keep your health and
action points up. Just defeat all but one monster, silence or hinder it in some way and then have your characters defend defend
defend. You almost HAVE to figure this out in order to succeed at the game. And if even if you do get all your points back up,
one battle or one step into some poisonous clouds will punish you for your exploits.

My only beef with this game is the save system. During the first few hours save spots are abundant enough. However I wanted to
play for a bit early this morning and upon entering a dungeon I felt trapped after an hour or so with no save point in sight. There
were floating clouds of hp and ap suckers that hurt you if you bumped into them rendering me unable to rush forward to find
the next spot. I pushed my schedule forward for the day and tried to get to a save spot but one never appeared. I ended up having
to shut the game down and lost my progress.

The game tries to make save points part of the story by having your character enter it in their readable journal at certain
intervals in the story line. Also at save points you can re-up your team with saved "selactic" stores that will give you health and
ap back depending on how much you choose to spend. This tactic is still attainable even with a save anywhere option...you could
save anywhere but you just don't get a new journal page until you reach a totem or any of your stores of selatria. The gaming
world has evolved too much to still be including spaced out save points as a core part of your game.

I do want to say that exploring the prison early on in the game was a blast. The devs made a typical prison break scenario more
fun by having you listen to the prisoners and decide which ones to let out based on what they say to you. You have to battle
guards for keys (decent drop rate here...not too much, not too little) and the game keeps track of whether or not you let out good
people or bad people. The good ones join your team to help a bit. Other cells without prisoners hold secrets or useful supplies
but it's a gamble to waste a key on them.

I'm not a big fan of the mapping assets used for this game, though some looked to be custom. I could never stand the boxy tiles
that rpg maker (vx I think?) used. However I was able to overlook this since the battles and story were fun.

Perhaps I'll come back to this one when I don't have such a busy schedule and can afford to get stuck in a dungeon for hours.
I'm putting this on hold for now :). A stellar followup to the game jam original, Heap of Trouble reworks the original game by
allowing you to swap around powerups and choose how to compliment your weaknesses in playing, so yeah, well worth the
purchase if you want a quick, replayable game with a lot of variety and secrets to explore.. Qix with fish. This is an interesting
sattelite mission game. It is obvious that this is a ported game to PC, but the graphics are quite nice. The gameplay is mission
based: you will be given missions regularly that you must complete within a specific amount of time or suffer a reputation
penalty; too may failed missions and you will fail the game! Completed missions reward you with funds, reputation, and
progression. You can also research technologies to make your sattelites more efficient space tools.

To note: this is NOT an open world, sandbox game like Kerbal Space Program. You are limited to controlling sattelites that are
placed into Earth orbit for you.

That being said, anyone with a decent grasp of orbital mechanics will be able to play through the game without great difficulty.

If you are looking for a nice filler satellite management game and can get this on sale (I paid less than $10 for it on sale) then
Satellite Command will scratch a nice itch for you.. Great game, great concept but virtually unplayable in it's current state. It's
riddled with bugs and is paced horribly. I still recommend buying it - when this thing is fully completed it's going to be glorious..
DAT COOL =)
. While this was not my favorite Nancy Drew game, it was probably still worth the purchase. In some games, I feel like I really
learn things and walk away with a better knowledge of history, culture, etc. In this game, they tried to put really big things into
small tutorials, like origami, the Japanese tea ceremony, and the Japanese alphabet. Sorry, but I'm not gonna learn any Japanese
in flipping through a book for 2 seconds... So I think they should have focused on more realistic educaitonal goals for the game,
but it still was worth the sale price.. its one of the greatest fighting games i ever played in a while can't wait to see more of it !
10/10 !. Do not buy this game this game c'est terrible.. I feel like the demo videos on this game, used cheats. How can one just
started, already unlocked everything and have so much money as it is? But good game! Addicting.
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